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The Screenplay
Yuri

Log Line:
         A brilliant Russian Cadet shortly after his graduation day is being targeted 
by the CIA, his respond was a personal travel to NYC to change all well-known 
war tactics with the help of his genius weapons.

         

 



  

The Screenplay
Yuri

The Pitch:
           Humans are not that peaceful creature yet to secure the right for their 
unlimited freedom . Yuri's powerful mind has decided to set a plan to 
classify all the powers of the world according to its unbreakable abilities to 
set “The Peaceful Control” over any potential conflict of any kind , Yuri's 
techniques are always about neutralizing all the key players of any imperfect 
system , he's a terrorist according to his competitors and a legendary hero 
according to the international community .
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The Screenplay
Yuri

Synopsis:
            Yuri 22-year-old cadet with a unique childhood background which 
full of joy and powerful games comparing to any comparative boys, a kid 
who's challenging death, a boy who's playing as a jumper out of a fast 
moving train, a student who's able answer the most mysterious question , 
and a horrible adventurer who went to Egypt just to step on the top of 
Egypt's great pyramids only by climbing up its middle one , there's no one 
who can stop Yuri or even stop his plans , Yuri's plan had its remarkable 
start before the end of his live-show and during the graduation day of 
Russia's war academy,

            



  

CONTD 1

it wasn't just one live show but also the green light to move on his plan, A 
Russian friendship request is being delivered to the American president by 
a Russian air-striker right inside the presidential office of the White 
House , uncovering all the weak points and giving out the good reason to 
put them all in perspective , Yuri's friendship request was denied by Mr. 
Nader and his government, later, George Maxwell, an American agent 
starts to deliver with his team members one organized attack against Yuri's 
most respectful military figure in Russia, the American agents have 
managed to transport themselves with the help of a secret diving tool to the 
Russian shore,



  

CONTD 2

they start with kidnapping general Maxim after leaving a written note on 
his disk which shows clearly that the unknown cadet was the main reason 
behind their act, using the same diving tool to get a way back to America . 
During the next couple of days Yuri had to attend a military trial in 
Moscow , Yuri's judge said that he's guilty for being unable to set the 
suitable plan which must provide the protection for general Maxim , 
during the next few weeks, Yuri had to leave Russia since his penalty is 
not to work on any Russian soil for anymore .
 It wasn't a big deal for someone like Yuri to legally get the American 
VISA even with his well-known aims against the American System ,



  

CONTD 3

Yuri faces George Maxwell for the first time at John .F. Kennedy's airport, 
24 hours is all the time which Yuri gave to bring him one documented 
surrender by the American president himself, two genius weapons were 
kept hidden under Yuri's suit gave him the advantage of the shocking 
surprise over everyone, the young Russian walks freely out to the city 
center with a promise to return back next day at midnight , booking a hotel 
room , exploring the city and its people, dancing with few Americans , 
saving a young lady from a certain rap ,feeling sadness for a miserable 
who's living in the backstreet neighborhood ,



  

CONTD 4

and causing a massive run away out of the city borders shortly before 
meeting George again , witnessing media lies and the clear intentions by 
the CIA and the American fleet to strike against the empty city just to kill 
him whatever the cost would be , using his first genius weapon against the 
American fleet, using his second genius weapon against the city entirely, 
and giving the American government no choices but to give up to him 
after setting free general Maxim to enjoy the greatest times in his military 
life .
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